“Revolution is Based on Land:” Wealth Denied via Black Farmland Ownership Loss

Introduction

African people were stolen from their land and forced into slavery in the US. Once free, they continued to have their land stolen and ownership rights violated. In 1920, 18% of farm owners were Black, holding 15 million acres of farmland. Since then, the USDA has systematically discriminated against Black farmers and failed to include them equally in farm programs and loans. This, along with influences such as urban migration and foreclosure, has led to drastic Black farmland loss. Today, Black farmers own only about 1% of US farmland. Denial of access to land ownership is one of many ways Black people in the US have been excluded from accumulating wealth, seen today in the 13:1 wealth gap between median white and Black families. The present analysis contributes to the research on the discrimination Black people have experienced by exploring two questions:

Where have Black farmers lost land?

What is the wealth, in farmland value, that Black people have been excluded from accumulating?

Discussion

Since 1920, Black farmland ownership has declined, along with the possibility for wealth accumulation. White farmers, conversely, have retained farmland ownership, and the wealth and power that accumulates with it. While it cannot be known that every Black farmer would have chosen to stay on their land if they’d had access to the same supports as white farmers, there is still a notable racial discrepancy in farmland ownership today. The maps on the bottom left show where there was a decline in Black farmland ownership from 1920 to 2012. In 2012, Black farm operators nationwide held approximately $51 billion, as compared to over $4.3 trillion held by white farm operators (bottom right maps). Note that the Black operator map’s highest category ends at $250M, whereas the white operator map’s first category is from $0-250M; the four other classes are higher value than anywhere on the Black-held value map. The sum of Black-owned farmland in 1920 would have a value of over $185 billion today.

The central map shows where Black-owned farmland from 1920 has accumulated Black-held value (green). Everywhere else (yellow-red), the decline in Black farmland ownership means wealth has not accumulated in the hands of Black farmers, surpassing $1 billion lost in some single counties. By the metrics used in this analysis, if Black farm owners had retained ownership of their land, they would have accumulated over $120 billion. Lost wealth is concentrated in the southeastern states, where Black farmland ownership was previously highest. The 11 southeastern states alone total nearly $90 billion lost. By putting a value on and location to where wealth has been denied, this analysis can be used as a tool in “The Case for Reparations.”

Methods

I cleaned Census of Agriculture Data from 1920 and 2012 and then calculated the percentage of farms of Black and white farmers out of the total number of farms. I then multiplied the farmland value per county in 1920 by $11.68 to approximate 2012 value. By county, I multiplied the average farm value by the number of farms to get total farmland value. I multiplied this land value by the percent of owners/operators of each race, to approximate the percent of the value each race group owns.

Wealth Lost or Gained in Mil (M) or Bil (B)

- Lost $0 - $1M
- Lost $1 - $50M
- Lost $50 - $100M
- Lost $100- $500M
- Lost $500M - $1B
- Lost $1- $4.68B
- No Black Farmland Ownership in 1920
- Gained $0 - $37M

In ArcMap, I joined the 1920 and 2012 spreadsheets with a map of US counties and states. I visualized the percent of Black farm owners in 1920 and 2012, and the land value today held by white and Black farm operators. I then removed from analysis the counties where there was no Black landownership in 1920 (eg AK & PR), because those are not cases where wealth accumulation was denied. Finally, I multiplied the percent of farms that were Black-owned in each county in 1920 by the value of all farmland in the county in 2012, and subtracted the value held by Black principal operators in 2012, resulting in the value not gained. Summary statistics calculated the value per state.

Data Limitations

1920 data includes Black and other Non-White farmers, “farm” means yearly sales of at least $250, and farmland value is only land. 2012 data only represents Black farmers, “farm” means $1000+ yearly sales, and land value also includes buildings. This analysis uses number of farms owned/operated in a county, not specific farm acreage or number of farms. 2012 data uses farm operators as a proxy for ownership, which means lost value could actually be higher than reflected here.
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